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Abstract—We evaluate a technique to improve the performance
of antenna-coupled diode rectifiers working in the IR. Efficient
operation of conventional, lumped-element rectifiers is limited to
the low terahertz. By using femtosecond-fast MIM diodes in a
traveling-wave (TW) configuration, we obtain a distributed recti-
fier with improved bandwidth. This design gives higher detection
efficiency due to a good match between the antenna impedance
and the geometry-controlled impedance of the TW structure. We
have developed a method for calculating the responsivity of the
antenna-coupled TW detector. Three TW devices, made from dif-
ferent materials, are simulated to obtain their impedance and re-
sponsivity at 1.5, 3, 5, and 10 µm wavelengths. The characteristic
impedance of a 100-nm-wide TW is in the range of 50 Ω and has a
small variation with frequency. A peak responsivity of 0.086 A/W
is obtained for the Nb-Nb2 O5 -Nb TW diode at 3-µm wavelength.
This corresponds to a quantum efficiency of 3.6% and is a sig-
nificant improvement over the antenna-coupled lumped-element
diode rectifiers. For IR imaging, this results in a normalized detec-
tivity of 4 × 106 Jones at 3 µm. We have identified several ways
for improving the detectivity of the TW detector. Possible methods
include decreasing the diode resistance, reducing the noise, and
increasing the effective antenna area.

Index Terms—MIM tunnel diode, rectenna, surface plasmon,
traveling wave (TW).

I. INTRODUCTION

INFRARED detectors that are made from narrow-bandgap
semiconductors require cooling to suppress the thermally

generated dark current [1]. Such detectors operating at room
temperature have a low SNR and hence a poor detectivity [2].
Proposed room temperature detection techniques include the
antenna-coupled bolometer and the antenna-coupled rectifier.
Though bolometric detectors [3] have been successfully used
in IR cameras [4], their slow response limits the modulation
bandwidth. On the other hand, antenna-coupled diode recti-
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fiers that use a Schottky diode [5]–[7], or an MIM diode [8],
are inherently fast. As explained in Section II, these are also
referred to as the antenna-coupled lumped-element detectors.
The MIM diode has a tunneling time for electrons on the or-
der of 10−15 s [9], [10] and can be used for both detection
and mixing of IR signals [11], [12]. Lumped-element detec-
tors based on MIM diodes have been researched for more than
three decades [13]–[18]. Despite the advantage of the small tun-
neling time for electrons, these detectors have had inadequate
performance in the IR [19], [20]. We investigate a modified ap-
proach, the MIM-based antenna-coupled traveling-wave (TW)
detector [21], [22], that overcomes the limitations faced by the
lumped-element detectors.

In Section II, we examine the cause for the limited perfor-
mance of the lumped-element detector and introduce the concept
of the TW detector. In Section III, we describe the basic con-
cepts and tools that are required to model the performance of
the TW detector. Performance calculation for the TW detector
and comparison with the lumped-element detector is given in
Section IV. In Section V, we compare the TW detector with
other IR detector technologies. We also list its advantages and
examine the techniques for future improvement.

II. THEORY OF OPERATION

Lumped-element and TW detectors convert the incident elec-
tromagnetic (EM) wave to an electrical signal using a microan-
tenna. The antenna feeds into a diode, which rectifies the elec-
trical signal. The difference between the lumped-element and
the TW techniques is twofold. First, they differ in the manner
in which the signal is transferred from the antenna to the diode.
Second, as the names suggest, the TW rectifies a wave, while
the lumped element has the same signal appearing across the
whole diode. We now look at each of these detectors in more
detail.

In Fig. 1(a), we show the lumped-element detector, which
consists of an antenna connected to a small-area diode. We
model the antenna as a Thévenin equivalent and the diode as
the parallel combination of a capacitor and a voltage-dependent
resistor. The resulting small-signal circuit is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Two conclusions can be drawn from this circuit regarding the
operation of the detector. First, the bandwidth of the detector is
limited by the capacitance of the diode (CD ) and the resistance
of the antenna (RA ), as given by

ωC = (RACD )−1 . (1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Antenna-coupled rectifier or the lumped-element detector. The IR
signal received by the antenna is rectified in the diode formed at the junction of
the antenna arms. The leads on the right side take the low-frequency signal out
to a load. (b) Small-signal circuit representation of the detector. The antenna is
represented by a Thévenin equivalent and the diode by the parallel combination
of a voltage-dependent resistor and a capacitor. The signal bandwidth is limited
by the RA CD time constant. The impedance match between RA and rD
determines the efficiency of power transfer from the antenna to the diode.

Second, for maximum power transfer from the antenna to the
diode, the resistance of the diode should be equal to the antenna
resistance. To ensure a high cutoff frequency, the CD needs to be
small, which implies a small area for the diode [19]. On the other
hand, nominal antenna impedances are on the order of 100 Ω
and impedance matching requires a diode resistance of that mag-
nitude. As the diode capacitance is directly proportional and its
resistance is inversely proportional to the area, these contradic-
tory requirements are difficult to achieve. One possibility, for
increasing the bandwidth, is to use a small-area, low-resistance
MIM diode like the Ni-NiO-Ni [11]. However, this improvement
is insufficient for operating at sub-10-µm wavelengths.

For efficient operation of an antenna-coupled rectifier in the
IR, we proposed the TW detector in 2002 [21]. A 3-D view
of this device is shown in Fig. 2(a). It consists of an antenna
connected to the two metals M1 and M2, with a thin insulator
between them. The MIM sandwich forms an extended MIM tun-
nel diode, which has the characteristics of a plasmonic waveg-
uide [23]. The radiation received by the antenna excites a surface
plasmon in the TW diode, which propagates in the z-direction.
The plasmon develops a voltage between the two metal elec-
trodes causing tunneling of electrons in the y-direction. The
resulting current is rectified due to an asymmetry in the I(V )
characteristics about the bias point, as characterized by the diode
responsivity discussed in Section III-A. Due to losses, the high
frequency components of the rectified signal do not travel over
a large distance. Thus the output at the contacts is a net dc
current.

The technique of rectifying a surface-plasmon wave extends
the bandwidth and provides a higher efficiency as compared to
the lumped-element detector. In the TW detector, the antenna
can be matched to the characteristic impedance of the waveg-
uide, as shown in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2(b). This leads to
an improved power transfer from the antenna to the diode. Also,
the distributed rectifier in the TW does not have an RC band-
width limitation. In the next section, we explain the techniques
required to model the performance of the TW detector.

A variation of the TW has been implemented [24] by coupling
the antenna-coupled TW to a silicon waveguide.

Fig. 2. (a) Isometric view of the antenna-coupled TW detector. The antenna
arms converge into a parallel-plate waveguide with a thin (2 nm) insulator be-
tween the metals M1 and M2. On the other end, these metals form the leads to
the contact pads (not shown) or the load. Parameters required for calculating the
performance of the traveling wave include the characteristic impedance of the
waveguide (ZC ); the plasmon decay length (α−1 ); and the tunnel diode resis-
tance (Rdiode ) and responsivity (β i ). (b) Small-signal circuit representation of
the detector. Impedance of the TW diode can be readily matched to the antenna
(ZA = Z∗

C ). (c) 3-D view of the TW MIM diode. The structure has a length L
and a width w. To calculate the responsivity, we divide the entire length of the
TW into N equal sections of width ∆z.

III. PERFORMANCE MODELING

The efficiency (η) of the lumped-element detector is deter-
mined by the combination of several factors [8] as given by

η = ηaηsηcηj (2)

where ηa is the efficiency of coupling the incident EM radiation
to the antenna; ηs is the efficiency of propagating the collected
energy to the junction of the antenna and the diode; ηc is the
efficiency of coupling the antenna to the diode; and ηj is the
efficiency of rectifying the power received in the diode.

A common measure of the efficiency of a detector is its re-
sponsivity, which gives the dc current or voltage produced per
watt of incident radiation. For this, we set ηj = βi in (2), where
βi is the current responsivity of the tunnel diode and is discussed
in Section III-A. The coupling efficiency between the antenna
and the diode (ηc ) can be calculated from the small signal circuit
model, as shown in Fig. 1(b). As the antenna efficiency ηaηs

remains the same for both the TW and the lumped-element con-
figurations, we normalize the detector responsivity with respect
to this factor. Then the responsivity of the lumped-element de-
tector is given by

#LE = ηcβi . (3)

A similar estimate can be made for the performance of the TW
detector. To model the responsivity of the distributed rectifier, we
divide the MIM waveguide into N parts of width ∆z, as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The antenna excites a surface-plasmon wave in the
MIM waveguide. Assuming that a power of 1 W is incident on
the waveguide cross section (x–y), this wave develops a certain
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voltage distribution (V1W (z)) between the two metal plates.
The 1 W of power is chosen for normalization. In reality, the
incident power would be several orders-of-magnitude smaller.
Resistive losses in the metal cause the plasmon-wave amplitude
to decay exponentially along the z-axis. The resulting voltage
distribution is given by

V1W (z) = V0e
−αz (4)

where α is the decay constant or the inverse of the decay length
of the plasmon, and V0 is the voltage at z = 0. Here, we have
ignored the decay of the plasmon wave due to rectification. As
calculated in Section IV, the rectified energy is a small fraction
of the total. To simplify the derivation, we assume a constant
voltage distribution along the x-axis. The net power rectified in
the diode is given by the following sum:

Prect =
N∑

1

(
V 2

1W (z)
2RD/A (w∆z)

)
(5)

where RD/A is the resistance per unit area of the diode, and w
is the width along the x-axis. The dc current that results from
Prect is given by

idc = βiPrect . (6)

Combining (5) and (6) and applying the limit of N →
∞(∆z → 0), we obtain

idc =
βiV 2

0 w

2RD/A

(
1 − e−2αL

2α

)
(7)

where L is the length of the waveguide. Since the incident
power was normalized to 1 W, the dc current in (7) also gives
the responsivity. If we choose the length of the waveguide to
be larger than the decay length of the surface plasmon αL > 1,
then we can approximate the responsivity as

#T W =
βiV 2

0
4RD/A

w

α
. (8)

Equation (8) provides an estimate for the efficiency of
the TW detector and helps to identify the ways for improv-
ing the device. Techniques for improvement are discussed in
Section V-A.

We now describe how to obtain the parameters required to
compute the responsivity, using (8). In Section III-A, we dis-
cuss the properties of the tunnel diode (βi and RD/A ). In
Section III-B, we explain the method for calculating the V0 ,
α, and the characteristic impedance of the TW. Using these
quantities, we estimate the performance of the TW detector in
Section IV.

A. Diode Resistance and Responsivity

Only at a low (subterahertz) frequency can a tunnel diode be
considered to be a classical rectifier [25]. When the quantum
energy of the incident photons (Vph = h̄ω/e) exceeds the scale
of nonlinearity or the turn-ON voltage of the diode, a semiclas-
sical analysis for the photon-assisted tunneling is required [26],
[27]. In this case, the resistance and responsivity take the finite

difference form, respectively, given by

RD/A =
1
I ′

→ 2(h̄ω/e)
J(Vbias + h̄ω/q) − J(Vbias − h̄ω/q)

(9a)

βi =
1
2

I ′′

I ′
→ q

h̄ω

×
[
J(Vbias+ h̄ω/q)− 2J(Vbias)+ J(Vbias− h̄ω/q)

J(Vbias + h̄ω/q) − J(Vbias − h̄ω/q)

]

(9b)

where J(V ) is the dc current density, and Vbias is the applied
dc voltage. In the limit of h̄ω/e → 0, the finite difference forms
give the same values as the classical results.

The semiclassical formulas in (9a) and (9b) give a lower
resistance and higher responsivity as compared to their classical
limits. From (8), we can see that this is an advantage as it helps
to increase the responsivity of the TW.

B. Traveling-Wave Characteristics

To find the parameters for the TW, we first find the TM modes
of an MIM waveguide. To simplify the analysis, we assume
that the waveguide is infinite in the x-direction, ensuring that
only TM modes exist. These modes can have an even- or an
odd-symmetric field distribution [28]. The incoming radiation
induces an odd-symmetric current variation on the antenna arms,
which matches with the odd TM mode of the MIM waveguide.
By designing the TW diode to have characteristic impedance
equal to the antenna impedance, the impedance matching and
the mode matching allow efficient coupling between the antenna
and the rectifier [21].

We calculate the complex propagation constant (γ = α + jk)
of the infinite waveguide by using a matrix method [29] to ob-
tain the dispersion relation for the TM mode. With this estimate
for γ and fixing the width of the waveguide to 100 nm, we
solve for the corresponding hybrid mode (TE + TM), using a
commercial finite element solver [30]. This provides an accu-
rate propagation constant (γ) from which we can calculate the
plasmon wavelength and the distance over which it propagates.
The solver also provides the field distribution in the 2-D cross
section of the waveguide. In Fig. 3, we plot these results for
a Ni-NiO-Ni (MIM) TW structure simulated at 100 THz. As
seen in Fig. 3(a), the wave is confined mainly to the 2-nm-thick
insulator region. From the field distribution, the characteristic
impedance [31] of the TW structure is

ZC =
V

I
=

∫ M 2
M 1

⇀

E .dy
∮ ⇀

H .d
⇀
r

=
∫ M 2

M 1 EY dy∫ ∞
−∞,y=0 HX dx

. (10)

Here, the voltage is given by the integral of the electric field,
which is shown in Fig. 3(b). The current is calculated using
Ampère’s law by integrating the magnetic field in a semi-infinite
loop around either of the conductors. As seen in Fig. 3(c), the
magnetic field falls rapidly outside the waveguide. Thus at an
infinite distance, it is negligible and the current can be approxi-
mated by an integral along the x-axis from−∞ to + ∞. For the
validity of the aforementioned formula, the metal needs to be
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Fig. 3. Finite element analysis of a Ni-NiO-Ni TW diode for 100 THz.
(a) Cross-sectional distribution of power flowing in the z-direction. The black
rectangles mark the metal regions of the MIM diode. The power is confined
mainly to the 2-nm-thick insulator. (b) The y- and z-directed electric fields as
a function of the vertical position for x = 0. (c) The x-directed magnetic field
as a function of the horizontal position for y = 0. The EY (y) and the HX (x)
are used to calculate the characteristic impedance of the traveling wave, which
is 45 Ω for this analysis.

a perfect electric conductor or have its magnitude of dielectric
constant much larger than the insulator |εmetal| ( εinsulator . At
IR wavelengths, the latter is the case for the materials that we
have used.

Next, we calculate the V0 , which is proportional to the voltage
given by the numerator of (10). Since V0 corresponds to an
incident power of 1 W, we apply a normalization factor given
by the integration of the z-directed power density in the cross
section of the TW. This leads to

V0 =
∫ M 2

M 1 Eydy∫
area PZ dA

. (11)

Using the aforementioned results, we calculate the perfor-
mance of the TW in the next section.

IV. PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

As explained in Section II, the TW diode facilitates a good
impedance match between the antenna and the diode. Also, the
distributed rectifier allows efficient operation at IR frequencies.
Using the techniques described in Section III, we quantify these
attributes by calculating the characteristic impedance and the
responsivity of the TW. We choose to analyze these properties
for three MIM material combinations that provide a small re-
sistance (RD/A ) for the tunnel barrier. As given by (8), a small
resistance is required to obtain a high responsivity for the TW
detector. We compare the results for the Ni/NiO/Ni (0.2 eV) [24],
the Nb/Nb2O5 /Nb (0.1 eV) [32], and the Ta/Ta2O5 /Ta (0.4 eV)
tunnel diodes. The bracketed quantity denotes the barrier height
of each diode. Symmetric tunnel barriers have been chosen to
keep the analysis simple.

Fig. 4. Calculated characteristic impedance (ZC ) of the TW diode versus
free-space wavelength. Three symmetric MIM structures have been analyzed.
The values for ZC are in the range of typical antenna impedances. Tuning of
the impedance is possible by varying the width of the TW diode.

A. Characteristic Impedance and Responsivity

The characteristic impedance (ZC ) of the TW diode is plot-
ted as a function of wavelength (1.5–10 µm) in Fig. 4. The ZC

is well within the range of typical antenna impedances. For a
precise match with the antenna, we can fine tune the impedance
of the TW diode by varying its width along the x-axis. The
impedance match can be achieved over a large wavelength range,
which is useful for broadband detection. The small variation in
impedance with frequency is attributed to variation in the exper-
imental values for the metal dielectric constants (εmetal) [33],
[34]. The impedances for the Nb and Ta devices are comparable
as their εmetal are similar.

We calculate the responsivity of the TW diode at a dc bias of
0.1 V. This ensures an operating point at which the diode respon-
sivity (βi) is nonzero. We assume that a perfect impedance match
can be made between the TW diode and the antenna (ηc = 1).
The detector responsivity calculated from (8) is shown in Fig. 5.
The responsivity of the TW detector is significantly improved
and much less frequency dependent than the previous lumped-
element detector. Details regarding this comparison are given
in Section IV-B. The responsivity is higher for the low-barrier
MIM diodes with the maximum for the Nb diode. The peak
in the curves for Nb and Ni, and its absence in Ta, can be ex-
plained from the trends in resistance (RD/A ) and responsivity
(βi). These quantities vary with frequency as given in (9). Since
the Ta-Ta2O5-Ta is a higher tunnel barrier than the Nb and Ni
MIM diodes, it has a different variation of RD/A and βi due to
its larger turn-ON voltage.

B. Comparison With Lumped-Element Detector

We compare the responsivity of the TW detector with a
lumped-element detector that has an antenna impedance of
100 Ω and a diode area of 100 × 100 nm2 . Both the detectors
are made from the Nb-Nb2O5-Nb MIM diode. The resulting
comparison is shown in Fig. 6. For the lumped-element device,
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Fig. 5. Calculated responsivity of the TW diode versus free-space wavelength.
The responsivity is higher for Ni and Nb since they have a lower barrier oxide
than Ta. The peak in responsivity of the Nb device corresponds to a quantum
efficiency of 3.6%.

Fig. 6. Calculated responsivity comparison of the lumped-element and the TW
detectors. The TW detector shows significantly better performance that does not
degrade at smaller wavelengths. The responsivity of the lumped-element detec-
tor decreases as the diode admittance increases with decreasing wavelength.

the calculation is based on (3), in which we account for the
impedance mismatch and the diode responsivity. The perfor-
mance of the lumped-element detector degrades with increase
in frequency. This is due to the decreasing admittance of the
diode capacitor. A minor improvement in the lumped-element
device can be achieved by choosing a smaller area for the diode.

V. COMPARISON WITH IR DETECTORS

In order to compare the TW detector with other detector
technologies used for IR imaging, we have to calculate its nor-
malized detectivity (D∗) [1]. The D∗ is a measure of the noise
performance of the detector and is defined as

D∗ = (Ad∆f)1/2 #T W

In
(12)

Fig. 7. Calculated detectivity comparison of the TW detector with semicon-
ductor, thermal, and MIM lumped-element detectors. The initial calculation
of the TW device response is based on the Nb-Nb2 O5 -Nb device. With im-
provements, the performance of the TW detector can be at par with thermal
detectors.

where Ad is the detector area over which the radiation is re-
ceived, ∆f is the bandwidth of the readout circuitry, and In is
the noise current in the diode.

We take the In to be a combination of Johnson and shot
noise [35]. In Fig. 7, we compare the calculated D∗ of the
TW detector with some of the existing technologies. The ini-
tial calculation corresponds to the Nb/Nb2O5 /Nb TW detector
responsivity, as shown in Fig. 6. The D∗ for the experimental
TW detector [22] is close to the predicted performance. The
curve for the projected improvement in performance is based on
several factors explained in Section V-A. If implemented, the
improved noise performance will place the TW detector at par
with thermal detectors [1].

A significant advantage of the TW detector over the
semiconductor-based ones is its ease of fabrication. With a
small number of steps involving lithography and deposition of
amorphous thin films, the detector can be easily made into a
focal-plane-array on top of existing CMOS circuits. The spec-
tral response of the traveling wave can be tuned with an appro-
priate design for the antenna [12]. Since the antenna detects the
phase of the incoming signal [36], the traveling wave can be
used in IR phased arrays. Unlike thermal detectors [Pg. 68, 37],
the TW detector rectifies the incoming signal using tunneling
and can support readout bandwidths in the terahertz. The large
bandwidth is beneficial in communication applications where
the detector can be used for sensing the envelope of amplitude-
modulated signals [38].

A. Scope for Improvement

Three criteria for improving the performance of the TW de-
tector can be identified from (12). Since the detector is not
limited by background radiation noise, i.e., it is not a back-
ground limited infrared photodetector (BLIP) [Pg. 16, 37], we
can increase the receiving area without affecting the noise per-
formance. We can also increase the responsivity of the TW diode
given in (8). This can be done by improving the design of the
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TW structure and/or by using a diode with low resistance and
high responsivity. These diode characteristics can be achieved
by appropriately designing a multiinsulator diode [25]. Finally,
reducing the current noise In can also improve D∗. This can
be done by eliminating the shot noise, which is proportional to
the dc current of the diode by operating at zero bias. For de-
tector to work at zero bias, MIM diodes with asymmetric I(V )
characteristics close to the origin are required.

VI. CONCLUSION

For IR detection, the TW structure can improve the respon-
sivity and bandwidth of antenna-coupled tunnel junctions. The
innovation of this device is in having an MIM waveguide-cum-
diode that rectifies the plasmon wave as it propagates. The
distributed-rectifier improves the impedance match with the an-
tenna and removes the RC limitation on bandwidth. We have
derived a formula for calculating the responsivity of the TW
diode that shows improving performance with increasing diode
responsivity and reduced resistance. A multiinsulator diode can
be designed to meet these requirements. From a calculation of
the impedance and responsivity of the TW detector using exper-
imental parameters for barrier heights and dielectric constants,
we found that a good impedance match between the antenna and
the TW can be realized. The responsivity of the TW detector
is higher than that of the lumped-element detector, with scope
for further improvement in it. Both the impedance and the re-
sponsivity allow the detection bandwidth to extend over several
micrometer in the MWIR and the LWIR ranges. The spectral
response will be determined by the design of the antenna.

With its projected performance capability on par with thermal
detectors, the TW detector can be used in a range of applications
including active IR imaging. The femtosecond-fast tunnel diode
allows detection of signals with a modulation bandwidth that
may extend into the terahertz. Finally, CMOS compatibility of
the MIM technology means easy integration and low cost for
these detectors.
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